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Mr. Roger Feinman 9.16.88 
142-10 Hoover ave. ,#404 : 
Jamaica, NY. 11435 

Dear Rogers 

For the nonent, because it involves @ promise I made to someone for an exclusive 

JFK assassination stary, plesée keep ‘this in confidence antil after the anniversary. 

‘erhaps you remember the work I 

picture, in Whitewash 

V\ pétmeed save for the > held for the index, on the Saturday afternoon before — 
“jonday publicat on, when jd had just finished typing that index, of all unexpected — 

, things, Mrs. Billy Lovelady phoned me. Shd had the purest of purposes — money. She told 
me that the Fsl Pe Re Re Pecks npred to wear the shirt he wore 11/22 whan he went to 
41 offices to be photogra : » that like many men he 

d no attention nds what ie iieees ‘She said that the shirt he had worn that day is 
of large xed and b t she would sell it to me - for $5,000. Which 
eaten have and Hee squares.e the wT aided & note nn thie a the ond of tha 
index and nobody paid any attention to it. Save maybe a few critics. ——— 

Later, when Bob Richter was working on a CES special, he spoke teen a8 tun \ 
beds recalled, and I suggested photographing Lovelady in the shirt she had Js (iol 

There came a time, and I can date it, I'm pretty sure later, I adked 0b roses, 7 
nig, TINTS gate « tine, and 1 oan dato it, Tim pretty sure later, Z asad Sob of the , 
doorway to see if such a shirt is in it. It is and he sent me a color print. So, (j todlon 
some years I've had both aspects of this shirt business nailed down. 

The reporter friend is coming Monday so, with a few minutes, I checked the a 
to be sure this print is there. (Overexposed and so greatly enlarged from an amateur 
film is is far from a good picture but it corroborates Mra. L 199%.) 

However, I also found a color slide, taken from behind the back of a man who 
was looking at Lovelady standing on the TSED steps, what I’m pretty sure Insuggested 

to Richter. I also think that the man facing L is Richter. But I don’t recall how I 

got that slide. I'm writing to ask if you have any knowledge or recollection. 

The cardboard framing of the slide is completely blank - Mo age Cr GAySENE Sie 

on it and no notation. 

_ I was distressed to hear that Sylvia's health is again “ied. after you told 
me 1 heard that Hee Drussell was given only a couple of months, advanced vaginal cancers 
Also heard that Yim Yarrison has a book in page proof, due soon. So also do “roden 

’ and Harry “Aivingston. Latter being published in Candde. 

=. Best, 

dh 
{ (Leted Aides on Lut Coad Cltge) tee 

hae ltlian. Pokey |olly Mery Y Kleen —


